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Noah Rothman of Hot Air posts on how Ronald Reagan addressed another Russian 
atrocity 31 years ago. We have a link to Reagan's Oval Office address. Nice to hear a 
real president.  
... It is unfair to be too critical of the president for waiting to gather his facts before addressing the 
situation. But 31 years ago, at a time with far less reliable technology or communications 
capabilities, President Ronald Reagan immediately addressed an eerily similar situation – when 
Soviet forces shot down Korean Air Lines Flight 007 over the Kamchatka Peninsula.  

On the day of the attack, calling it an “appalling and wanton misdeed,” the president ordered 
American flags to fly at half-staff at all federal and military installations.  

Three days later, Reagan delivered an address to the nation from the Oval Office: ... 

  
Streetwise Professor asks if there is anything that would make this president cancel a 
fundraiser.  

... Obama, certainly, was less than Churchillian or Reaganesque in his first response to the crime 
over Donetsk. Sayeth Barry: “It looks like it may be a terrible tragedy.” 

First: it was not a tragedy. It was an atrocity. 

Second: “looks like”? “May be”? 

Go out on a limb there, Barry. 

Words fail. Truly. 

With that box checked, Barry went on to tell some jokes. And give a banal speech about 
infrastructure or some such. Then he jetted off to a fundraiser. Or maybe it was (according to CBS 
News) a “political meeting”, as if that makes it all better. 

I have a serious question. I mean it. I ask this in all seriousness: Just what would it take for Obama 
to cancel a fundraiser? ... 

  
  
President Narcissist has taken to call himself the "bear" when he forays out of his 
cocoon. Matthew Continetti says he's more like a cub and that the real bear is in 
Moscow.   
“The bear is loose!” President Obama has been saying, whenever he leaves the White House to 
visit Starbucks, or sandwich shops, or burger joints, or BBQ shacks, or neighborhood diners, in his 
increasingly rote and pathetic attempts to “connect” with “real people.” Obama, we have been told, 
is frustrated, “restless,” bored with the responsibilities and chores of office. He thinks of himself as 
the bear—intimidating, wild, untamed, roving—escaping his den. But he is flattering himself. 
Obama is not the bear. He is the cub: aimless, naïve, self-interested, self-indulgent, irresponsible, 
irresolute. The bear is in Moscow. 



One can trace a line from any global hotspot to Russia and its authoritarian ruler. Iran? Russia has 
assisted its nuclear program for decades. Syria? Russia is Bashar Assad’s arms dealer. Iraq? 
Russia is sending men and materiel to the central government. Afghanistan? Putin muscled nearby 
Kyrgyzstan into closing our air base there, crucial for transport, resupply, and reconnaissance in 
the war against the Taliban. The contretemps between the United States and Germany is the 
result of Edward Snowden’s breach of national security. Where is Snowden? In Russia, where he 
has just asked to have his visa renewed. I wonder if Vladimir Putin will say yes. 

Then there is Ukraine, where Putin has been driving events since March, when he illegally 
annexed Crimea. The West thought sanctions would intimidate Putin, would force him into retreat. 
For a time, he drew down his troops on the Ukrainian border, leaving the fighting in eastern 
Ukraine to separatists trained, armed, and led by Russian special forces. The West thought it could 
ignore the situation. A guerrilla war in the east, it was assumed, does not threaten democracy in 
Kiev. The Ukrainian economy returned to its lethargic equilibrium. The Ukrainians elected a 
president. President Obama, in his speech at West Point, trumpeted his Ukraine policy as an 
example of “our ability to shape world opinion” and “isolate Russia.” ... 

  
  
If patriotism is the last refuge of a scoundrel, what is economic patriotism. Asked and 
answered by David Harsanyi.  
So Barack Obama is again using one of the most contemptible phrases in American politics — 
“economic patriotism.” 

There are many credible reasons to despise this rhetorical construct. Patriotism, after all, is the 
attachment to one’s homeland, a nationalistic devotion to one’s country and the values that make it 
great. If a person not only resists things that are “patriotic,” but opposes them, then logic dictates 
that person is being unpatriotic. So the president is really asking one question: Why do you hate 
America? 

Obama has been dropping the phrase for years, though it’s nothing new. In recent history, Paul 
Tsongas, preparing to run in the Democratic presidential primaries in 1991, demanded that people 
demonstrate “economic loyalty” to the United States. He argued that “many of those who lament 
the decline in our standard of living are driving foreign cars” and that this kind of consumer choice 
would “benefit another country’s team” and hurt the economy. In 1993, the right’s leading 
isolationist/protectionist Patrick Buchanan used the exact term “economic patriotism” to describe 
his vision for the future, and these days we have people like Richard Trumka or Katrina Vanden 
Heuvel arguing that limiting innovation and free trade are forms of patriotism. 

Obama takes the idea in a different direction, arguing that when profits go overseas we not only 
(supposedly) lose jobs here at home, but we damage our future because government can’t expand 
at the rate he prefers: ... 

  
  
Ron Christie writes an open letter to the attorney general.  
... Just after you assumed office, Mr. Holder, you said America was a “nation of cowards” on 
matters of race. What is cowardly is the manner in which you, the president, and other officials of 
this administration have stoked up the racial animus you claim to deplore. America’s first black 
president was expected to usher in a new era of racial equality. Instead, we have watched the 
bonds that hold Americans together become more frayed. 



We are now more polarized and more divided along racial lines than the day you took office. By 
recklessly accusing your opponents of racism, you have turned back the clock on race relations in 
this country. We are all worse off as a result, and weaker as a country.  

Your use of the race card to explain away genuine political opposition to President Obama’s 
policies upsets many people, particularly black conservatives like myself. You and the president 
have pandered to Al Sharpton—one of the most divisive figures in our political life, and one who 
has made his career and fortune by stoking racial animus. Perhaps he’s the one who taught you 
that cries of racism can be used to stifle legitimate debate.  

You’ve failed me, Mr. Holder. I looked to you as a role model 16 years ago. And I truly believed 
that you would use your high office and prestige to move America toward racial reconciliation.  

Instead, you and President Obama have sought to divide America for political gain. You asked us 
at that graduation so many years ago to devote our personal lives not just to doing well but to 
doing good. If only you could heed your own words. 

  
  
Andrew Malcolm has late night humor.  
Conan: Obama’s approval rating is at its lowest point ever -- 41%. The president said, “When did I 
become less popular in this country than soccer?” 

Meyers: Afghanistan held its presidential election runoff the other day. How it works is: Everyone 
runs off and whoever’s slowest has to be president of Afghanistan. 

Conan: A California man was found to be running a meth lab in a retirement community. Or as he 
was known to residents, “The guy who stays up until 8.” 

Conan: A Texas daycare center was accused of duct-taping children to their mats at nap-time. 
Parents were outraged. They also wanted to know if it worked. 

  
 
 
 

  
  
Hot Air 
This is how an American president should address Russian aggression. 
by Noah Rothman 

Without leaping to conclusions, a variety of national security analysts and experts are coming to 
the conclusion that an external event – a missile or a bomb – took town Malaysian Airlines Flight 
17 over Ukraine on Thursday. A total of 295 people, including what was at the time an unconfirmed 
report of 23 Americans, were killed in what increasingly appears to have been an attack 
perpetrated by pro-Russian militants on a civilian transport using sophisticated Russian hardware.  

And the President of the United States was nowhere to be found.  



AllahPundit smartly chronicled President Barack Obama’s display of contempt for the “optics” 
associated with being the leader of the free world amid a crisis.  

The president scrambled from his lunch to a previously scheduled speech where the eyes of the 
world watched as America’s commander-in-chief was expected to address the escalating crisis in 
Europe. Uncharacteristically, quickening the pulse, Obama took to the podium promptly at his 
scheduled time, 2:10 p.m. ET, where he did just that: 

“Obviously, the world is watching reports of a downed passenger jet near the Russia-Ukraine 
border,” he said. “It looks like it may be a terrible tragedy.” 

The president added that he had directed his national security team to “stay in close contact” with 
the government in Ukraine, and his government was working to determine whether a report that 23 
American citizens were on board that flight was accurate. He offered his prayers for the families of 
those who lost loved ones. And that was it. 38 seconds. Obama then proceeded to deliver a 
canned speech, one which he admitted he’s been giving “all week,” in which he said he supported 
more federal infrastructure spending to build “roads and bridges.”  

There is every reason to think that the president did not want to get out in front of the information 
he has available to him, but there is also reason to believe that Obama had access to more 
information about the event than he acknowledged.  

According to Gen. Barry McCaffrey, in the absence of a failure of America’s satellite system, “We 
already know there was a missile launch, where it was launched” (a fact U.S officials confirmed 
late Thursday afternoon). The general added that the State Department should have been able to 
confirm or deny that Americans were aboard that flight by simply checking with the U.S. Embassy 
in the Netherlands which should have been able to access the flight manifest.  

It is unfair to be too critical of the president for waiting to gather his facts before addressing the 
situation. But 31 years ago, at a time with far less reliable technology or communications 
capabilities, President Ronald Reagan immediately addressed an eerily similar situation – when 
Soviet forces shot down Korean Air Lines Flight 007 over the Kamchatka Peninsula.  

On the day of the attack, calling it an “appalling and wanton misdeed,” the president ordered 
American flags to fly at half-staff at all federal and military installations.  

Three days later, Reagan delivered an address to the nation from the Oval Office: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VA4W1wDMAk 

This crime against humanity must never be forgotten,” Reagan began. He said he grieved for 
those who died in that attack and for the families of those they left behind. “Their deaths were the 
result of the Soviet Union violating every concept of human rights,” the president added.  

“Let me state as plainly as I can,” he continued, “there was absolutely no justification, either legal 
or moral, for what the Soviets did.”  

With granular detail and in prosecutorial fashion, Reagan made the case for why the evidence 
suggests Soviet forces intentionally shot down KLA 007. He then played a portion of an audio tape 
featuring communications which clearly showed Soviet forces coordinating that attack – chatter 
similar to that which was intercepted by intelligence services following this event. 



At the very least, Obama might have mustered a condemnation of the violence in this region which 
today claimed the lives of nearly 300 noncombatants.  

Just yesterday, Obama scolded Russia for its failure to deescalate the situation in Ukraine and 
moved forward with promised sanctions on key sectors of the Russian Federation’s economy. 
Among the escalations Russia has permitted has been the transferring of sophisticated anti-aircraft 
missile systems to pro-Russian militants. In that sense, Obama had already acknowledged that the 
attack on MH17 was the direct result of Russian actions.  

Tonight, there will be “no scheduled changes” to the president’s fundraising schedule as he heads 
to New York City to entertain Democratic donors. This is a dangerous time for the world and the 
United States, one made even more dangerous due to Obama’s abdication of his role as 
America’s commander-in-chief.  

  
  
  
Streetwise Professor 
What Would It Take For Obama to Cancel a Fundraiser? 
by Craig Pirrong  

To further the last sentence of my last post: I am not sanguine about those who hold office in the 
US and Europe to rise to the challenge that Putin has laid before the world. 

Obama, certainly, was less than Churchillian or Reaganesque in his first response to the crime 
over Donetsk. Sayeth Barry: “It looks like it may be a terrible tragedy.” 

First: it was not a tragedy. It was an atrocity. 

Second: “looks like”? “May be”? 

Go out on a limb there, Barry. 

Words fail. Truly. 

With that box checked, Barry went on to tell some jokes. And give a banal speech about 
infrastructure or some such. Then he jetted off to a fundraiser. Or maybe it was (according to CBS 
News) a “political meeting”, as if that makes it all better. 

I have a serious question. I mean it. I ask this in all seriousness: Just what would it take for Obama 
to cancel a fundraiser? Anything short of Armageddon? For we have yet to see any atrocity 
sufficiently horrific (Benghazi, Donetsk, the chaos on the Rio Grand) sufficient to deflect Barry from 
his appointed rounds of feeding red meat to the partisan faithful, and raking in their dough. 

I guess we can be grateful that he did not give a shoutout to Joe Medicine Crow. So there’s that. 
He’s growing in the job. 

Some have praised him for being “no drama Obama.” I have a different take. I view his behavior in 
response to atrocity as revealing a  lack of affect that is deeply disturbing. 



Regardless of the psychological roots for his behavior, it is all too clear that Obama is not up to the 
challenge that Putin poses, because of a lack of ability, a lack of interest, or more likely, both. 
Narcissist that he is, the only thing that is likely to engage him is if he believes that Putin has 
insulted or slighted him. But I doubt that even that is sufficient to rouse him to actions appropriate 
to the circumstances. 

There are pros and cons of both parliamentary systems, and the US system. One of the 
disadvantages of the US system is that we are cursed to endure incompetent chief executives until 
their terms expire. Think of James Buchanan, dithering in the White House while Kansas bled and 
the nation spiraled into Civil War. In contrast, Chamberlain was ousted after the debacle in May, 
1940. But we-and by that I mean the world, not just the US-have to endure Obama until 20 
January, 2017. An incompetent, disengaged, lame duck holds the Office Formerly Known As 
Leader of the Free World. What havoc can occur in 30 months with such a man holding the highest 
office in the land, and the most powerful position in the world. 

  
Free Beacon 
The Bear Is Loose 
Obama fundraises while Putin runs amok 
by Matthew Continetti 

“The bear is loose!” President Obama has been saying, whenever he leaves the White House to 
visit Starbucks, or sandwich shops, or burger joints, or BBQ shacks, or neighborhood diners, in his 
increasingly rote and pathetic attempts to “connect” with “real people.” Obama, we have been told, 
is frustrated, “restless,” bored with the responsibilities and chores of office. He thinks of himself as 
the bear—intimidating, wild, untamed, roving—escaping his den. But he is flattering himself. 
Obama is not the bear. He is the cub: aimless, naïve, self-interested, self-indulgent, irresponsible, 
irresolute. The bear is in Moscow. 

One can trace a line from any global hotspot to Russia and its authoritarian ruler. Iran? Russia has 
assisted its nuclear program for decades. Syria? Russia is Bashar Assad’s arms dealer. Iraq? 
Russia is sending men and materiel to the central government. Afghanistan? Putin muscled nearby 
Kyrgyzstan into closing our air base there, crucial for transport, resupply, and reconnaissance in 
the war against the Taliban. The contretemps between the United States and Germany is the 
result of Edward Snowden’s breach of national security. Where is Snowden? In Russia, where he 
has just asked to have his visa renewed. I wonder if Vladimir Putin will say yes. 

Then there is Ukraine, where Putin has been driving events since March, when he illegally 
annexed Crimea. The West thought sanctions would intimidate Putin, would force him into retreat. 
For a time, he drew down his troops on the Ukrainian border, leaving the fighting in eastern 
Ukraine to separatists trained, armed, and led by Russian special forces. The West thought it could 
ignore the situation. A guerrilla war in the east, it was assumed, does not threaten democracy in 
Kiev. The Ukrainian economy returned to its lethargic equilibrium. The Ukrainians elected a 
president. President Obama, in his speech at West Point, trumpeted his Ukraine policy as an 
example of “our ability to shape world opinion” and “isolate Russia.” 

Some isolation. Even as Western attention turned to the Middle East, Russia continued to act 
unimpeded, and the Ukrainian war went on. Recently, when Poroshenko, the new Ukrainian 
president, retook the city of Sloviansk, Putin’s hand was forced. Russian soldiers reappeared along 
the border—more than 10,000 at last count. The weapons systems supplied by Russia to the 
insurgents became more sophisticated. Earlier this week, a rocket brought down a Ukrainian cargo 



plane. The rocket was fired from Russia. Thursday brought us only the latest unintended 
consequence of Russia’s war on Ukrainian independence: the destruction of a Malaysian airlines 
flight carrying 295 souls. The attack is revolting, the loss of life infuriating, but the downing of Flight 
MH17 is not the first unanticipated outcome of the war Vladimir Putin began in Ukraine. Nor will it 
be the last. 

“I think it was a brilliant stroke,” Hillary Clinton says of the “reset” policy the United States pursued 
toward Russia when she was secretary of State. She has an odd understanding of brilliance. The 
“reset” gave us a world where Georgia remains illegally occupied, where Poland and the Czech 
Republic lack missile defenses, where American parents cannot adopt Russian babies, where 
Russian bombers fly within 50 miles of the Pacific coast, where Ukraine is sundered, where the 
prospects for ground war in Eastern Europe are high, where Putin says U.S. sanctions against his 
cronies will take bilateral relations to a “dead end.” 

When I hear comments such as Clinton’s, when I listen to White House press secretary Josh 
Earnest say, in all seriousness, that his administration has “substantially improved the tranquility of 
the global community,” I feel as though they are lost in the postmodern funhouse of the Kremlin’s 
“non-linear war,” as though they, too, are casualties of Russian Maskirovka, of deception, 
concealment, propaganda, and disinformation. 

“Non-linear war is the means through which a geopolitical raider can leverage his relative 
weakness,” writes Peter Pomerantsev. “And this vision appeals to a very broad constituency 
across the world, to those full of resentment for the West and infused by the sense that the ‘global 
village’ model is a priori rigged.” Russian manipulation of narrative and image, of wishful thinking 
and gullibility, has been such a success that the Obama administration actually believes it has 
accomplished something. It hasn’t. On the contrary: President Obama has relinquished American 
standing, neglected America’s responsibilities as the guarantor of international security. 

The heralds of the “post-American world” devote most of their songs to the wonders of the BRIC 
economies, the rise of a globally conscious, technologically savvy youth culture, the justice of a 
humbled America, the importance of institutions and conferences and stakeholders in resolving 
global conflict through diplomatic means. What they never get around to singing about, in any 
particular detail, is the day-to-day reality of the post-American world: the headlines one encounters 
when Vladimir Putin is unrestrained; the numbers of dead and wounded in civil wars fueled by 
Russian weapons and Russian assistance; the lies and conspiracies and anti-Americanism fueled 
by Russian information operations; and the unexpected events, the contingencies, the collateral 
damage of insurgency and strife. No secret why they leave all this out: such dissonant lyrics do not 
jibe with a placid, comforting melody of exhaustion, war weariness, senescence. 

Well, there is no getting around it now. “Obama contends with arc of instability unseen since ’70s,” 
says the Wall Street Journal. Militias and rogue generals in Libya, Hamas versus Israel, Hezbollah 
and Assad and Iran against Sunni rebels and the Caliphate, the prospect of an Iranian bomb, war 
in Ukraine, withdrawal from Afghanistan, China bullying its neighbors—such is the extent of global 
disorder today. 

“It’s 3 a.m. and your children are safe and asleep,” Hillary Clinton’s campaign imagined in 2008. 
“But there’s a phone in the White House and it’s ringing.” Things are “happening” in a “dangerous” 
world. “Who do you want answering the phone?” 

Today we know the answer: The phone isn’t ringing in the White House. It’s ringing in the Kremlin. 
And the man answering it is Vladimir Putin. 



  
  
  
The Federalist 
How Obama Questions Your Patriotism  
by David Harsanyi 

So Barack Obama is again using one of the most contemptible phrases in American politics — 
“economic patriotism.” 

There are many credible reasons to despise this rhetorical construct. Patriotism, after all, is the 
attachment to one’s homeland, a nationalistic devotion to one’s country and the values that make it 
great. If a person not only resists things that are “patriotic,” but opposes them, then logic dictates 
that person is being unpatriotic. So the president is really asking one question: Why do you hate 
America? 

Obama has been dropping the phrase for years, though it’s nothing new. In recent history, Paul 
Tsongas, preparing to run in the Democratic presidential primaries in 1991, demanded that people 
demonstrate “economic loyalty” to the United States. He argued that “many of those who lament 
the decline in our standard of living are driving foreign cars” and that this kind of consumer choice 
would “benefit another country’s team” and hurt the economy. In 1993, the right’s leading 
isolationist/protectionist Patrick Buchanan used the exact term “economic patriotism” to describe 
his vision for the future, and these days we have people like Richard Trumka or Katrina Vanden 
Heuvel arguing that limiting innovation and free trade are forms of patriotism. 

Obama takes the idea in a different direction, arguing that when profits go overseas we not only 
(supposedly) lose jobs here at home, but we damage our future because government can’t expand 
at the rate he prefers: 

Instead of protecting tax loopholes that let corporations keep their profits overseas, let’s put some 
of that money to work right here in the United States rebuilding America. We can rebuild our 
airports, create the next generation of good manufacturing jobs, make sure those are made in 
America. 

A politician may rally millions of economic illiterates to his cause with this sort speechifying, but 
these are not “loopholes,” they are “business decisions” that companies make when they face high 
regulatory burdens or high corporate taxes. Since the goal of a business is not to become a more 
effective tax collector or health-care provider, as this administration seems to believe, moving off-
shore or tax-inversion — which might mean $20 billion less for the Treasury over a decade — is 
becoming more popular. But, either way, a lack of new tariffs and taxes does not “reward 
companies for moving profits overseas” as much as U.S. tax and regulatory policy is a punishment 
for them staying. Besides, where we stand on the  issue of corporate taxation is no way to 
measure a person’s loyalty to his country. 

Actually, logic would also dictate – and Tsongas was far more honest on this front — that if you’re 
texting on your Samsung phone while driving your Honda or BMW you are also complicit in 
unpatriotic behavior. You are, in most cases, sending your cash to companies that aren’t pitching 
in enough to rebuild our airports. Plenty of companies that normally suck up to the administration 
— General Electric, IBM, Merck and Microsoft, to name a few –believe that punishing foreign 
companies for doing business in the United States is a bad idea. Are all these companies 
unpatriotic, as well? Someone should ask the president. 



But let’s not forget, for Obama the idea of “economic patriotism” is elastic. The contours of its 
philosophy are now identical to the president’s own policy proposals. Which is curious, considering 
we’re supposed to set aside “politics” to achieve our communal goal.  Then again, while you may 
be knee-deep in politics, our president is guided solely by common sense. Here’s how 
Obama explained economic patriotism on July 4th: 

It’s a sort of economic patriotism where you say to yourself, how is it that we can start rebuilding 
this country to make sure that all of the young people who are here but their kids and their 
grandkids are going to be able to enjoy the same incredible opportunities that this country offers as 
we have. That’s our job. That’s what we should be focused on. And it’s worth remembering as we 
go into Independence Day. 

Yes, thinking up new ways to create reliance on government is exactly what the Founders had in 
mind in 1776. How do we achieve this? A few years ago, Obama released a 22-page campaign 
stunt called “The New Economic Patriotism: A Plan for Jobs & Middle-Class Security.” Thin on 
details, it was big on advocating for new stimulus to fund a slew of liberal hobbyhorses. The title, 
“New Economic Patriotism” oozed an authoritarian scent, and, fittingly enough, anyone who 
disagreed was “betting against America.” This is just one of the accusations regularly thrown 
around these days to chill speech. 

And as the president lets it rip, perhaps we should take his definition of patriotism seriously. 
 Though the idea can be somewhat amorphous, patriotism and nationalism, especially in this 
country, is driven by idealism rather than chauvinism or ethnic and religious considerations. The 
kind of idealism that soldiers go and die for. So if you believe that left-wing economic policies 
are synonymous with “patriotism” but religious freedom, freedom of speech and economic freedom 
are antiquated notions in need of fixing, maybe it’s your idea of American nationalism that is 
warped. 

  
  
  
The Daily Beast 
An Open Letter to Attorney General Eric Holder: It’s Not About Race 
From Fast and Furious to the IRS scandal, conservative complaints about Obama’s attorney 
general have nothing to do with the color of his skin. 
by Ron Christie 

Dear General Holder, 

May 23, 1998, was one of the happiest days of my life. After four years of hard work, I joined 485 
of my fellow law school students as we were set to receive our Juris Doctor degrees. You may not 
remember, but you were our commencement keynote speaker that day at the George Washington 
University National Center.  

You rolled through the usual platitudes: “To those whom much is given, much is expected,” etc. 
But what struck me most were your personal stories. You told us about how, when you were a 
young prosecutor, you were running to a movie only to be stopped by police in Georgetown 
because of your skin color. You told us that you have carried around a clipping in your wallet from 
1971—words spoken by Reverend Samuel Proctor that resonate with me to this very day. 



“Blackness is another issue entirely apart from class in America,” Proctor said. “No matter how 
affluent, educated and mobile [a black person] becomes, his race defines him more than anything 
else.”  

You went on to challenge us that we all need to strive to change that reality and bring about a day 
when Americans would be judged as individuals, not as members of a race. Yours was an 
inspirational challenge, and I’ve done my best since then to meet it. 

As I reflect back on your remarks that day, I am appalled that you have replaced that old clipping 
with a race card, and seek to exploit our country’s historic tensions for political ends. 

“There’s a certain level of vehemence, it seems to me, that’s directed at me [and] directed at the 
president,” you said on ABC earlier this week. “You know, people talking about taking their country 
back…There’s a certain racial component to this for some people. I don’t think this is the thing that 
is a main driver, but for some there’s a racial animus."   

What you don’t understand, Mr. Holder, is that there are many of us who are trying to take our 
country back—back from a group of politicians who seem intent on our destruction as a pillar of 
strength and liberty in the world. Many of your fellow citizens are dismayed by your conduct, and 
our anger has nothing to do with the color of your skin. 

You are the first attorney general in the history of the United States to be held in contempt of 
Congress. This had nothing to do with your skin color, and everything to do with your failure to 
explain how the United States government provided guns to Mexican drug cartels that were 
eventually used to kill Border Patrol agent Brian Terry in 2010. This story may have disappeared 
from the headlines, but many of your fellow citizens are still upset our federal government would 
ever give guns to foreign criminals. Compounding this tragic error, neither you nor anyone else in 
the administration has explained what happened the night Terry lost his life. All we really know is 
that he was at the wrong end of a gun you approved handing over to drug dealers.  

And our outrage here has nothing to do with “racial animus.” This is about personal accountability, 
and your failure to provide us with answers. 

Speaking of taking responsibility, neither you nor the president has done so with the unfolding 
scandal at the Internal Revenue Service.  There is no institution in our government more feared by 
American citizens than the IRS. We are required to keep our tax records for nearly a decade, yet 
the official who ordered the targeting of conservatives seems to have had her hard drive contents 
“disappear.”  

Government officials need to be held accountable, and we need to know that our revenue 
collection agency treats us all fairly and equally. Yet you have failed to call for the appointment of a 
special prosecutor to determine if the IRS broke any laws, and you appear totally uninterested in 
why they targeted conservatives.  

Just after you assumed office, Mr. Holder, you said America was a “nation of cowards” on matters 
of race. What is cowardly is the manner in which you, the president, and other officials of this 
administration have stoked up the racial animus you claim to deplore. America’s first black 
president was expected to usher in a new era of racial equality. Instead, we have watched the 
bonds that hold Americans together become more frayed. 



We are now more polarized and more divided along racial lines than the day you took office. By 
recklessly accusing your opponents of racism, you have turned back the clock on race relations in 
this country. We are all worse off as a result, and weaker as a country.  

Your use of the race card to explain away genuine political opposition to President Obama’s 
policies upsets many people, particularly black conservatives like myself. You and the president 
have pandered to Al Sharpton—one of the most divisive figures in our political life, and one who 
has made his career and fortune by stoking racial animus. Perhaps he’s the one who taught you 
that cries of racism can be used to stifle legitimate debate.  

You’ve failed me, Mr. Holder. I looked to you as a role model 16 years ago. And I truly believed 
that you would use your high office and prestige to move America toward racial reconciliation.  

Instead, you and President Obama have sought to divide America for political gain. You asked us 
at that graduation so many years ago to devote our personal lives not just to doing well but to 
doing good. If only you could heed your own words. 

  
  
  
  
IBD 
Late Night 
by Andrew Malcolm 

Conan: Tonight was the Major League Baseball All-Star Game. And guess what— somehow, 
Germany won.  

Meyers: A new poll shows a majority of Americans disapprove of how Obama is dealing with 
immigration. Of course, those numbers could change if he lets more people into America. 

Fallon: How about this crazy weather? At this point, I can't tell if climate change is still a problem or 
if God just put the Earth on “Shuffle.” 

Fallon: Microsoft is laying off 6,000 employees this year. Imagine those folks interviewing for a new 
job: “Do you know how to use Excel?” “Uh, yeah, I made Excel.” 

Meyers: Minnesota firefighters rescued a woman who'’d been stuck in quicksand for over 14 hours. 
So, you know, not the quickest quicksand. 

Conan: A TV host is under fire for using an offensive term towards Chinese people. It didn’t help 
that in his defense he said, “Me play joke.” 

Fallon: The San Francisco 49ers’ new stadium just announced it will have more vegan options 
than any stadium in the country. So ONE vegan option. 

Meyers: An amazing week in sports! LeBron went back to being a Cavalier, Carmelo went back to 
being a Knick, and soccer went back to being a thing you drive your kids to. 

Conan: Five Baltimore Ravens have now been arrested this off-season. On the upside, the 
Baltimore State Prison is about to have a great football team this fall. 



Conan: Pope Francis says the Catholic Church may allow priests to marry. He said, "If there’s one 
thing that helps people stay celibate, it’s being married." 

Meyers: The Emmy nominations are out. 'Game of Thrones' had 19, including Best Drama, Best 
Costumes and Worst Job Security. 

Conan: LAX officials have intercepted an illegal shipment of 67 live giant African snails. It’s being 
called the world’s slowest perp walk. 

Conan: A new study finds Amazon workers are more desirable as dates than workers from other 
tech companies. Plus, if you sleep with an Amazon employee, they recommend someone else you 
might also like sleeping with. 

Fallon: Did you see that huge World Cup blowout by Germany? Finally, the refs told Brazil, “You 
know what? Go ahead. Use your hands.” 

Fallon: LeBron James and his wife are expecting their third child. Asked if he wants a boy or girl, 
LeBron said he’s reviewing his options and will announce his decision later. 

Fallon: Good news: LeBron James is going home to Cleveland. Bad news: His Mom had already 
turned his old bedroom into an exercise room. 

Conan: Obama’s approval rating is at its lowest point ever -- 41%. The president said, “When did I 
become less popular in this country than soccer?” 

Meyers: Afghanistan held its presidential election runoff the other day. How it works is: Everyone 
runs off and whoever’s slowest has to be president of Afghanistan. 

Conan: A California man was found to be running a meth lab in a retirement community. Or as he 
was known to residents, “The guy who stays up until 8.” 

Meyers: Facebook crashed again globally. So, there was a very tense period when nobody could 
find out which of their friends felt “so blessed.” 

Meyers: A Virginia woman graduated from high school last week at age 111. She’s the first person 
to graduate high school and have her whole life behind her. 

Conan: A new study found that one-night stands are not emotionally harmful to some people. 
Those people are called "men." 

Conan: Obama wants his daughters to work minimum-wage jobs to build character. He then 
announced he’ll be raising the minimum-wage to $50 an hour. 

Conan: Sting says he won’t leave his kids any money in his will. Sting’s kids said they’d like to sue 
their dad, but they don’t know his last name. 

Conan: A Texas daycare center was accused of duct-taping children to their mats at nap-time. 
Parents were outraged. They also wanted to know if it worked. 

Conan: Over the weekend, the Pope said the Mafia should be excommunicated. In a related story, 
the Pope is missing. 



Conan: Analysts say Hillary Clinton should stop telling people she’s poor. And Bill Clinton should 
stop telling people he’s single. 

Conan: A judge has ordered the federal government to tell people why they’re on the No-Fly List. 
And they have to give a better reason than “You look a little Taliban-y.” 

Conan: Lindsay Lohan is going to be making her stage debut in London. Lohan is looking forward 
to England, because she already drives on the wrong side of the road.  

Meyers: When Brazil lost to Germany in the World Cup 7-1, Brazilians were so upset, they only 
partied until 3 in the morning. 

Meyers: Alice Cooper has been inducted into the White Castle Burger Hall of Fame. It’s like the 
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, but instead of receiving a regular plaque, you get 4 smaller plaques. 

Meyers: A British man was fined 150 pounds for stealing a box of diapers. The man was able to 
steal the diapers because they were guarded by a Brazilian goalie 

 
  

 
  
  



 
  

 
  
  



 
  
 
 

 



  
  

 
  

 
 


